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1. The complexity of simplicity

On April 4th, 2013, we heard Juhani Pallasmaa’s presentation, “The complexity of sim-
plicity,” about phenomenology and art. I’m sure others agree with me that it was a highlight
of the symposium. Earlier I had spoken about mathematics, mostly about Bolzano, Gauss,
and Hilbert. As chance would have it, I used the same title. I have chosen a different title for
this redaction, but I want to motivate the remarks ahead by recalling how architectural theory
and the history of mathematics were discussed in many of the same terms, and under the same
banner, that morning.

Professor Pallasmaa’s task was unenviable. Art historians do not need to be told that our
judgements of elegance and noise are historical contingencies. At least since Bachelard’s La
Poétique de l’Espace, architectural theorists have known that the ways we see art are shaped by
the fact that we carry out our lives within art. From these theoretical starting points, Professor
Pallasmaa pointed us to the delicate interactions between simplicity and complexity within
individual artistic experiences. Some of those observations struck me as being on the brink of
ineffability, and it took a poet’s craft to lay them bare.

Contrast my humdrum task. Because we don’t usually think of mathematical experience
in aesthetic terms and because we perpetuate the myth of ahistorical measures of complexity
in mathematics, we think of simplicity in this arena as something given in advance of any
of mathematics’ details. I only wanted to explain that as artistic simplicity derives from art
itself, so do our judgements of mathematical simplicity derive from our experience with math-
ematics. And further, that as mathematics evolves, so do our judgements of what counts as
simple.

In some way my suggestion should be seen as resistance against David Hilbert’s injunction
to “find a criterion of simplicity” that our curators chose as a thematic focal-point for the
symposium. For I claim that there is no criterion of simplicity that can survive the historical
unfolding of mathematics. By even looking for one we loose sight of the ways in which
mathematics’ own disregard for such things is a source of its depth and development.

But I want to begin this essay the same way I ended my talk in Manhattan. Hilbert asked us
to look for a criterion of simplicity, and, if I am right, then in a serious way it is important to do
just this. The wrinkle that I should add is the further injunction never to stop looking. Part of
the way that mathematics develops is through mathematicians looking again and again, within
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mathematics itself, for such criteria. So asked if I think we should heed Hilbert’s directive,
I say, “Yes! And rather than ever think ontological or phenomenological investigations have
settled this matter once and for all, return to the task often.”

Nor do I think that this point is entirely theoretical. Writing about “The nature of math-
ematical reasoning,” Poincaré asked, “Why is so long a preparation necessary to become ha-
bituated to this perfect rigour, which, it would seem, should naturally impress itself upon all
good minds?” Poincaré called this “a logical and psychological problem well worthy of study”
but said he could not let it detain him as he was interested in other things (§3). It is precisely
this question that I want to consider. Again, my answer is that what might strike Poincaré
as natural in mathematics as well as his judgement of perfect rigour is in fact the product of
habituation. It is not that one must strive to master these things despite the reality that they are
in fact simple and natural. The reality of their simplicity is, rather, a residue of our strife.

But if we don’t see the aesthetic dimension of mathematics that this answer opens up
for us, we get entangled in sundry unfortunate misconceptions about mathematics. In his
powerful essay on “The pernicious influence of mathematics upon philosophy,” Gian-Carlo
Rota reminds us that

As mathematics progresses, problems that were once difficult become easy enough
to be assigned to school children. Thus Euclidean geometry is now taught in the
second year of high school. Similarly, the mathematics that mathematicians of
my generation learned in graduate school has now descended to the undergradu-
ate level, and the time is not far when it may be taught in high schools. (p.169)

Of course, this descent depends on an overall reshaping of the mathematical landscape, one
that is not attained by mere theorem proving and cracking unsolved problems. We need to
rethink what we know and how it hangs together with other things we know, to reposition
facts that were once on the horizons of our knowledge store closer to home because of their
incisive connections with other things we know, and to replace old criteria of simplicity with
those manifest in the direct route to understanding the now central phenomena. As we do this,
the task of habituating new classes of students changes according to the contours of our new
criteria.

As a thought experiment, inspired by Étienne Ghys, consider the impact on mathematics
education a verification of the Riemann Hypothesis would make in only a few generations.
This unsolved problem has fairly direct consequences in several branches of mathematics.
Some of these consequences are already known to be true through complicated demonstra-
tions drawing from specific features of the problem’s local mathematics. A proof of the Rie-
mann hypothesis would therefore put at our disposal a way of thinking that leads uniformly
to multiple results, revealing in this way strong connections across mathematics. The ad-
vance in mathematical understanding will be far greater than the advance in our knowledge of
mathematical facts. In this new understanding, particular insights and definitions will emerge
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as central. They will be understood at first by only a few but will eventually become basic
elements of mathematical thought.

Later we will consider William Thurston’s spirited case for viewing the representation of
mathematical knowledge so that it is accessible to ever broader audiences as a fundamental
part of mathematical progress, right alongside solving new problems. He claimed that math-
ematics and the world would benefit if contributions along these lines were awarded more
professional credits and acknowledgement. This view, according to which facilitating math-
ematical experience and understanding is the goal of mathematical activity, resonates with
the picture of mathematics that Dusa McDuff and Dennis Sullivan shared, a picture in which
mathematics is readily seen according to the same categories as art.

2. The dream

The most Panglossian exponent of the view I want to question is Bernard Bolzano, who
sought to shift mathematics’ focus away from understanding mathematical phenomena and
occasions of mathematical experience (bloßer Schlußsatz) towards uncovering the “objective”
dependence relations of facts on one another (eigentliche Folge). Bolzano’s theory of Abfolge
admitted only a single criterion of simplicity: those basic truths resting on no other facts are
the simples. Intuition is no route to their discovery, as self-evidence is neither necessary nor
sufficient for a fact to play this role. Facts are complex according to the length of the chain of
dependence relations leading from them to the simples.

[I]n the realm of truth, i.e. in the sum total of all true judgments, a certain objective
connection prevails which is independent of our actual and subjective recognition
of it. As a consequence of this some of these judgements are the grounds of others
and the latter are the consequences of the former. To represent this objective
connection of judgements, i.e. to choose a set of judgements and arrange them
one after another so that a consequence is represented as such and conversely,
seems to me to be the proper purpose to pursue in a scientific exposition. Instead
of this, the purpose of a scientific exposition is usually imagined to be the greatest
possible certainty and strength of conviction. (1810, II§2)

According to this scheme, a proof must track the objective Abfolgen between propositions.
Individual mathematical truths therefore have at most one proof (§5), and the division of math-
ematical truths into those that have proofs and those basic truths for which no proof can be
given is not a matter of convention but is objectively determined and there for us to discover
(§13).

Bolzano motivated all this by urging three benefits of his view, all of which are important
in our discussion.
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Foremost, he felt, a scientific development that ignored the objective grounds for the truths
we discover could be no more than a tally of results. The way these results lend support to
one another is a feature of the world forever unknown to us if we ignore questions of ultimate
fundamentality. Science should not simply record but also explain facts, and to do this we
have to know not just how we can verify a statement but the real reason for its truth.

Bolzano further hinted that the features of his proofs affords a scientific advantage, in that
it will facilitate the discovery of new truths. In his 1804 Betrachtungen, after claiming that
“one must regard the endeavor of unfolding all truths of mathematics down to their ultimate
grounds . . . as an endeavor which will not only promote the thoroughness of education but also
make it easier,” Bolzano wrote:

Furthermore, if it is true that if the first ideas are clearly and correctly grasped
then much more can be deduced from them than if they remain confused, then this
endeavor can be credited with a third possible use—the extending of the science.
(1817, Preface §I)

There is also an aesthetic value to Bolzano’s proofs. Through them, one is able to see one’s
way to a mathematical truth without recourse to ideas and terms that are “off topic.” “[I]f there
appear in a proof intermediate concepts which are, for example, narrower than the subject,
then the proof is obviously defective; it is what is usually otherwise called a μετάβασις εὶς
`άλλο γένος” (1810, II§29)

This notion of topical purity has motivated undeniably deep results in proof theory in the
20th Century. Rosalie Iemoff and Andy Arana have explained to us competing views about the
relevance of such a standard on proofs to simplicity. It is important to recall that the notion has
a storied history, having perhaps first been promulgated by Aristotle in the Posterior Analytics.
In the following passage, Aristotle explicitly connects demonstrations that deliver “essential”
knowledge and disclose objective reasons with proofs whose intermediate steps share a topic
with axioms and the demonstrated truth:

Because accidents are not necessary one does not necessarily have reasoned knowl-
edge of a conclusion drawn from them (this is so even if the accidental premises
are invariable but not essential, as in proofs through signs; for though the con-
clusion be actually essential, one will not know it as essential nor know its rea-
son); but to have reasoned knowledge of a conclusion is to know it through its
cause. We may conclude that the middle must be consequentially connected with
the minor, and the major with the middle. (Book I, Part 6)

Speaking explicitly about mathematics, Aristotle anticipates the most striking prohibitions
of Bolzano’s Abfolge:
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It follows that we cannot in demonstrating pass from one genus to another.
We cannot, for instance, prove geometrical truths by arithmetic. For there are
three elements in demonstration: (1) what is proved, the conclusion—an attribute
inhering essentially in a genus; (2) the axioms, i.e. axioms which are premises
of demonstration; (3) the subject-genus whose attributes, i.e. essential properties,
are revealed by the demonstration. (Book 1, Part 7)

I trust that the flaws of this Aristotelian fantasy will be recognized by any mathematician
who reflects on his or her working life, and in the following pages I will provide episodic evi-
dence against both the purity ideal and, more generally, the essentialist account of axiomatics
that motivates it. But in order to provide a stage for that evidence I first turn to direct assaults
on the univocal view of simplicty itself.

Possibly more than anyone else, Wittgenstein, in the Philosophical Investigations ques-
tioned the very intelligibility of objective standards of simplicity. For this purpose he described
completely general examples in which the “primary elements” are manifest in the descriptions
and staged mocked debates with himself about the propriety of those descriptions. (“‘But are
these simple?’—I do not know what else you would have me call ‘the simples,’ what would be
more natural in this language game” (§48).) Wittgenstein did not mean actually to raise ques-
tions about whether the things we take to be simple truly are. Instead he used these questions
as device to expose the errors in the presuppositions that motivate them.

In this way Wittgenstein tried to undermine the entire dialectic between those who would
say that the things we take to be primary elements might not be the real simples, the right start-
ing points, and those who counter by saying that simplicity is merely a matter of convention,
that we can take whatever we want as starting points. In fact, Wittgenstein stressed, we cannot
choose our starting points arbitrarily. Some things are simpler than others, and our choices are
constrained by this fact. But just as crucially, the relative simplicity and complexity of things
is not independent of our practices—the very distinction between simplicity and complexity
is a result of contingent features of our endeavors, interests, and scientific investigations. Ac-
cording to Wittgenstein, “essentialism” and “relativism” about categories like “the simple”
are not just both wrong: the two doctrines trade in a common misunderstanding of the sort of
thing simplicity is.

Thus, contra Bolzano (and, more importantly for Wittgenstein, Frege, Russell, and the
prevailing modern ideology), mathematical simplicity cannot remain forever hidden away to
those who never step outside mathematical activity to look for it. Simplicity is immanent in
practice.

This line of Wittgenstein’s has proved to be subtle enough to inspire endless interpretive
debates to the point that one would be excused for thinking that the exact message cannot
possible have practical relevance for the proper way to think about anything like mathematics.
But I agree with Wittgenstein that a close look at the details of events in mathematical history
can help us see why the appeal of absolute standards of simplicity such as those Bolzano and
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Aristotle dreamed of is both so strong and so deceiving.

3. The artworld

The lure of essentialism hasn’t been nearly as strong outside of mathematics. Social theo-
rists have long held that the basic elements of social practice are basic precisely in the context
of that practice but endlessly complex from any external “point of view” from which we might
try to describe them. Thus Benedict:

The inner workings of our own brains we feel to be uniquely worthy of investi-
gation, but custom, we have a way of thinking, is behaviour at its most common-
place. As a matter of fact, it is the other way round. Traditional custom, taken the
world over, is a mass of detailed behaviour more astonishing than what any one
person can ever evolve in individual actions no matter how aberrant. (1934, p.2)

The point is repeated and further developed in Sacks’s “On doing being ordinary,” Schegloff’s
“The routine as achievement.”

But reflections on our experience of art rather than on our embededment in social space
provide the best analogue for the facets of mathematics I want to highlight.

Arthur Danto (1964) resorted to irony to describe why questions about art can rarely be
easily answered by artists: “. . . what prevents Oldenburg’s creation from being a misshapen
bed? This is equivalent to asking what makes it art, and with this query we enter a domain of
conceptual inquiry where native speakers are poor guides: they are lost themselves” (p.575).

The difficulty is not, of course, that artists are somehow under-informed about their craft.
On the contrary, artists’ ability to respond to and produce art depends on the assimilation of
so much information that a new way of seeing becomes available.

What in the end makes the difference between a Brillo box and a work of art
consisting of a Brillo box is a certain theory of art. It is the theory that takes it up
into the world of art, and keeps it from collapsing into the real object which it is.
Of course, without the theory, one is unlikely to see it as art, and in order to see
it as part of the artworld, one must have mastered a good deal of artistic theory
as well as a considerable amount of the history of recent New York painting. It
could not have been art fifty years ago. . . . . The world has to be ready for certain
things, the artworld no less than the real one. (p.581)

They are poor guides because their every observation is laden with the theory that their
tourist is missing. The are lost because they have shed the point of view from which the terms
built into their every experience is complex and theoretical.
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It is the emergence of new simples: at once blinding and enriching. So long as one fastens
onto the basic terms and distinctions one has been handed, one is in a position to see great
complexities in the development of art. In fact, though, the development is so complex that it
will remain for the most part unintelligible.

The aesthete, on the other hand, draws new terms and distinctions into his or her vernacu-
lar. Only by sublimating all this development as simple, i.e. precisely by no longer being in a
position to see it as complex, he or she is able to see “members of the artworld” as art.

It is this retroactive enrichment of the entities of the artworld that makes it possible
to discuss Raphael and De Kooning together, or Lichtenstein and Michelangelo.
The greater the variety of artistically relevant predicates, the more complex the
individual members of the artworld become; and the more one knows of the entire
population of the artworld, the richer one’s experiences with any of its members.
(p.583)

It is perhaps controversial to say, with Danto, that with the historical development of art
always become available richer artistic entities. Today’s simples might be informed by a
longer history without being able to promote richer experiences. One wonders if Danto wasn’t
drawing from the well of fundamental complexity the water he used to try to wash away its
traces.

But one can set aside those complications and just note, with Pierre Bourdieu, that “what
is forgotten in self-reflective analysis is the fact that although appearing to be a gift from
nature, the eye of the twentieth-century art lover is really a product of history” (1987, p.202),
that “certain notions which have become as banal and as obvious as the notion of artist or of
‘creator,’ as well as the words which designate and constitute them, are the product of a slow
and long historical process” (p.204). In his elaboration of this theme, Bourdieu emphasizes
that categories of art like elegance, accident, and disruption, are historically constituted.

What the ahistorical analysis of the work of art and of aesthetic experience cap-
tures in reality is an institution which, as such, enjoys a kind of twofold existence,
in things and in minds. In things it exists in the form of an artistic field, a relatively
autonomous social universe which is the product of a slow process of constitution.
In minds, it exists in the form of dispositions which were invented by the same
movement through which the field, to which they immediately adjust themselves,
was invented. (p.202)

The physical description of the social universe that houses artwork will have its complica-
tions. The physiological account of the dispositions that creators and audiences must display
might be more or less complex. Just as intricate will be the genealogical record of the gradual
constitution of aesthetic categories. “But,” in speaking about the terms of art and the richness
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of artistic experience the relevant measure is not the one that lays bare the origins or struc-
ture of aesthetic criteria, but the aesthetic criterion itself, and “in that case it is quite evident
that ‘essences’ are norms” (p.206). As soon as one even asks if today’s simples are in fact
suppressing more theory and more complexity than yesterday’s, one has changed the subject.

Among the most dramatic effects of viewing art in these terms is a broadening of the field
of its produces. The “slow process of constitution” and the continuous adjustment of of our
dispositions to its terms is surely a social process. It is no glib historicism to say, with Danto,
that “the world has to be ready” for some things, that today’s artwork could not have been
produced a century earlier. Habituation requires a community of produces and receivers with
whom to fall into step. The creation of a new artwork on its own does not reconstitute our
sense of the banal.

Thus as the field is constituted as such, it becomes clear that the “subject” of the
production of artwork—of its value but also of its meaning—is not the producer
who actually creates the object in its materiality, but rather the entire set of agents
engaged in the field. Among these are the producers of works classified as artistic,
critics of all persuasions, collectors, middlemen, curators, etc. (p.205)

4. Mathematics

It is easy to understand why one would resist thinking of mathematics in the way Danto
and Bourdieu have described art—the lure of the Aristotelian dream. The proper account
of mathematics, it is thought, must foremost be an account of its distinguishing features:
the objectivity of its truths, the permanence of its results, the rigor of its demonstrations,
the isolation of its subject matter from the contingencies of the real world. I don’t want
to belittle the importance of sorting out the details of these features of mathematics. But
with Wittgenstein, I suspect that our fascination with them smuggles in a presupposition that
mathematics must be utterly different from those human endeavors in which “essences are
norms,” that its complexity measure is absolute and uninfluenced by our ways of thinking,
and that its subject matter is independent of our interests and practices.

Many mathematicians express surprise that philosophers have considered this rarefied
view of mathematics a compliment. Rota, echoing Bourdieu’s reminder that the artistic eye is
the product of history rather than a gift from nature, calls mathematics “a historical subject par
excellence” (p.174). According to Thurston, the resulting image of mathematics is actually an
insult because it masks the bulk of its intrigue. Mathematicians, he claims, are not simply try-
ing to fill a repository of facts. Nor are they primarily interested in solving problems. Because
what they are ultimately after is a better understanding of mathematics, their main interest is
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in devising new ways of thinking that foster this understanding. “If what we are doing is con-
structing better ways of thinking,” he wrote, “then psychological and social dimensions are
essential to a good model for mathematical progress” (1994, p.162). Thus no informed view
of mathematics could maintain that mathematics proceeds, or ought to proceed, independently
of the social.

According to Thurston, the way mathematicians devise new ways of thinking mirrors the
construction of aesthetic criteria. Just as the aesthetic mind adapts by adjusting itself to the
evolving artistic field, so “as mathematics advances, we incorporate it into our thinking.” New
mathematical concepts follow: “As our thinking becomes more sophisticated, we generate new
mathematical concepts and new mathematical structures,” and, far from being determined in
isolation from our interests, “the subject matter of mathematics changes to reflect how we
think” (p.162).

As with terms from art, simplicity itself is reconstructed along the way. For part of the
“real joy in doing mathematics” is that more than they lead to the discovery of new facts,
these “new ways of thinking . . . explain and organize and simplify” (p.171). Thurston gives
some examples:

. . . mathematicians sometimes invent names and hit on unifying definitions that
replace technical circumlocutions and give good handles for insights. Names like
“group” to replace “a system of substitutions satisfying . . . ” and “manifold” to
replace

“We can’t give coordinates to parametrize all the solutions to our equations si-
multaneously, but in the neighborhood of any particular solution we can introduce
coordinates

(f1(u1, u2, u3), f2(u1, u2, u3), f3(u1, u2, u3),
f4(u1, u2, u3), f5(u1, u2, u3))

where at least one of the ten determinants [of matrices of partial derivatives] is
not zero.” (p.168)

Notice in the first case we aren’t just abbreviating; we are leaving behind the idea of
substitution, generalizing. And in the second case, Thurston is explicit about changing our
focus, learning to be interested in something else, treating something else as basic.

One is reminded of Bourdieu: “Certain notions which have become as banal and as obvi-
ous as the notion of artist or of ‘creator,’ as well as the words which designate and constitute
them, are the product of a slow and long historical process.” But on Thurston’s account, the
reconstitution of the obvious is not drawn out over history in quite the same way, for “[e]ntire
mathematical landscapes change and change again in amazing ways during a single career”
(p.170).

And as with art, the fact that in mathematics “the aspects of things that are most important
for us are hidden because of their simplicity and familiarity” (Wittgenstein §129) does not
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derive from a merely individualistic habituation. “Mathematical knowledge and understanding
[are] embedded in the minds and in the social fabric of the community of people thinking about
a particular topic” (Thurston 1994, p.169). So as Bourdieu maintains that “the ‘subject’ of the
production of artwork . . . is not [merely] the producer who actually creates the object in its
materiality, but rather the entire set of agents engaged in the field,” one expects the same could
be said about the production of mathematics. Thurston agrees:

If what we are accomplishing is improving human understanding of mathematics,
then we would be much better off recognizing and valuing a far broader range
of activity. The people who see the way to proving theorems are doing it in the
context of a mathematical community; they are not doing it on their own. (p.172)

5. Impurity

I believe that the full force of the account of mathematical simplicity just described can be
felt most readily in modern mathematics’ violation of the Aristotelian prescription of topical
purity. Just as Aristotle, and Bolzano after him, saw a direct link from the notion of absolute
simplicity which they insisted must attain outside our experiences with mathematical thought
to a prohibition against “crossing over to another kind” in mathematical demonstration, so
actual mathematics, in its total abandon of the absolute, fosters understanding most often by
uncovering relationships across topics.

James Joseph Sylvester chose this striking feature of mathematics as the topic of his 1869
Presidential Address to the British Association:

Time was when all the parts of the subject were dissevered, when algebra, ge-
ometry, and arithmetic either lived apart or kept up cold relations of acquaintance
confined to occasional calls upon one another; but that is now at an end; they
are drawn together and constantly becoming more and more intimately related
and connected by a thousand fresh ties . . . . Geometry formerly was the chief
borrower from arithmetic and algebra, but it has since repaid its obligations with
abundant usury . . . . (¶21)

Even those mathematicians working most directly on foundational questions, whom one
would most expect to resist this view in favor of the dream of uncovering proofs that expose
the objective reasons for the truths of mathematics, spoke explicitly against the ideal of purity
alongside their own foundational innovations.

Here Dedekind, in the celebrated essay “Was sind und was sollen die Zahlen?” (1888),
denounces the fetish of producing purely number theoretic proofs of complex mathematical
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facts. The reason? While a certain foundational doctrine suggests that numerical techniques
are in some sense more basic, the “new concepts” in higher mathematics are the ones actually
simpler to deploy:

From just this point of view it appears as something self-evident and not new
that every theorem of algebra and higher analysis, no matter how remote, can be
expressed as a theorem about natural numbers . . . . But I see nothing meritorious
. . . in actually performing this wearisome circumlocution and insisting on the use
and recognition of no other than natural numbers. On the contrary, the greatest
and most fruitful advances in mathematics and other sciences have invariably been
made by the creation and introduction of new concepts, rendered necessary by the
frequent recurrence of complex phenomena which could be mastered by the old
notions only with difficulty. (Preface to the First Edition)

Similarly Cantor (Grundlagen, 1883):

I cannot believe that mathematicians started from these principles and were led
to the discovery of new truths; for although I grant that these maxims have many
good aspects, I nevertheless hold them strictly speaking as erroneous. We are
indebted to them for no true progress, and if they were actually to be followed,
then science would be held back or banished into the narrowest confines. (§4.¶8)

The insight should have been available to anyone familiar with mathematics. Even Bolzano
confessed that “[c]oncepts which are completely simple are needed only rarely in social life,”
and so presumably would have gone in for impurity if he hadn’t been so pessimistic about the
situation of mathematics within social life (1810, II §8).

6. Residues

I wish to illustrate how the emergence of impure concepts as basic facilitates depth of
understanding with a specific example.

After cautioning against thinking that the in-principle availability of number theoretical
proofs is any reason to strive for methodological purity, Dedekind remarked that he “gave a
lecture on this subject before the philosophical faculty in the summer of 1854 on the occasion
of my habilitation as Privat-Dozent in Göttingen” and that “[t]he point of view . . . met with
the approval of Gauss” (Preface to the First Edition). So let us look at some of Gauss’s work
to see what in his experience would have prepared him to agree with Dedekind.

Gauss’s 1831 “Notice on the theory of biquadratic residues” is famous for its defense of the
reality of the imaginary numbers. The story I was told as a student is that Gauss, together with
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Agrand and others, sweet-talked the mathematical community into embracing these things
after nearly a century of skepticism by giving them a geometric interpretation. Here are some
passages suggestive of this:

If one formerly contemplated this subject from a false point of view and therefore
found a mysterious darkness, this is in large part attributable to clumsy terminol-
ogy. Had one not called +1,−1,

√
x positive, negative, or imaginary . . . units, but

instead, say, direct, inverse, or lateral units, then there could scarcely have been
talk of such darkness. (¶24)

Moreover, in this way the true metaphysics of the imaginary quantities is placed
in a bright new light. (¶17)

But if one looks carefully at Gauss’s paper one can see clearly that Gauss’s own reasons
for accepting the imaginary numbers as legitimate were entirely pragmatic: They embodied
the ideas needed in order to foster a fuller understanding of a great many already known truths
about natural numbers.

Gauss said that “to transfer the theory of biquadratic residues,” which is superficially a set
of questions about the relationships that attain among natural integers, “into the domain of the
complex numbers might seem offensive and unnatural” (¶16). He suspected that

. . . the imaginary quantities [would be] merely tolerated rather than fully accepted,
and therefore appear more like a game with symbols, . . . without, however, [any-
one] wishing to scorn the rich rewards which this game with symbols achieved
for our understanding of the relationships of the real quantities. (¶18)

Driven by these suspicions, Gauss offered his metaphysical account of the complex plane, sit-
uating the imaginary numbers on the same ontological footing as the reals. But clearly Gauss
felt that there was something fishy about acknowledging the benefits to “our understanding of
the relationships of the real quantities” and only reluctantly indulged an audience with these
backwards demands with his geometric interpretation. For Gauss, the way the imaginary
numbers shed light on the reals was all the evidence one needed for their legitimacy.

A quick review of the concepts Gauss worked with will underline the significance of his
pragmatism.

DEFINITION: An integer k is called a quadratic residue with respect to an arbitrary integer
p if there are numbers of the form x2 − k that are divisible by p, and in case no such numbers
are divisible by p, k is called a quadratic non-residue.

DEFINITION: An integer k is called a biquadratic residue with respect to an arbitrary
integer p if there are numbers of the form x4− k that are divisible by p (i.e., there is an x such
that x4 is congruent to k mod p.), and in case no such numbers are divisible by p, k is called a
biquadridic non-residue.
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In studying biquadratic residues, one need only consider the case where p is a prime in-
teger of the form 4n + 1 that does not divide k. For such p, one then seeks a scheme to
classify integers k as (1) biquadratic residues, (2) biquadratic non-residues that are quadratic
residues, or (3) biquadratic non-residues that are quadratic non-residues (actually this third
class bifurcates).

Gauss mentions that “the theory of this classification is completely worked out” for the
cases k = −1, k = 2, and k = −2—i.e., it is decidable to which class such integers belong
with respect to a given p. He then indicates how to extend these decision procedures to larger
values of k and remarks:

But easy though it is to discover such special theorems by induction, it is ex-
tremely difficult to discover in this way a general law for these forms—even
though many similarities leap to the eye; and it is even harder to find proofs of
these theorems. The methods used in the first treatise for the numbers +2 and
-2 cannot be applied here, and although other methods might serve to settle the
question about the first and third classes, these methods do not suffice for com-
plete proofs. (¶4)

Here Gauss is calling for a single method to cover all cases; what will make the proof
“complete” is the unification it brings about. “Accordingly, one quickly sees that one can
make progress in this rich domain of higher arithmetic only by employing methods that are
entirely new” (¶5). He wrote:

This [widening] is nothing less than the following: For the true grounding of
the theory of biquadratic residues, one must extend the field of higher arithmetic
which has hitherto been confined to the real integers, into the imaginary integers,
and must concede to the latter the same legitimacy as the former. As soon as one
has seen this, that theory appears in an entirely new light, and its results acquire a
startling simplicity. (¶6)

Not only does Gauss explicitly insist that the availability of “complete proofs” about real
numbers via the imaginary numbers is grounds for the legitimacy of the latter, he singles out
“simplicity” and “seeing things in a new light” as the hallmarks of the gains made.

After describing how a celebrated theorem of Fermat can be elegantly recast in the lan-
guage of complex integers, Gauss remarks:

But it is particularly noteworthy that the fundamental theorem for quadratic residues
in arithmetic has its perfect, but simpler, counterpart here; namely, if a + bi and
A+Bi are complex prime numbers such that a and A are odd, b and B even, then
the first is a quadratic residue of the second, if the second is a quadratic residue of
the first, whereas the first is a quadratic non-residue of the second, if the second
is a quadratic non-residue of the first. (¶9)
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Thus the very statement of the classification problem for quadratic residues is simplified
when recast in terms of the complex integers. Just as Gauss bemoaned the unfortunate associ-
ations with the word “imaginary” in this domain, leading as they did to a suspicion about the
legitimacy of the concepts involved, so might he have decried the use of the word “complex”:
For in the solution as well, it is through connections with the complex numbers that the dis-
array of pure methods is overcome and a uniform and simple classification of the integers is
attained:

If the modulus is a complex prime number a+ bi, where it is always presupposed
that a is odd and b even, and where aa + bb is abbreviated by p, and where k is
a complex number not divisible by a+ bi, then k(p−1)/4 is always congruent with
one of the numbers 1, i, -1, -i, and thereby justifies a distribution of all numbers
not divisible by a + bi into four classes, which are assigned, in sequence, the
characters 0, 1, 2, 3. Clearly character 0 pertains to the biquadratic residues, the
others to the biquadratic non-residues, and in such a way that quadratic residues
correspond to character 2, while quadratic non-residues correspond to characters
1 and 3. (¶10)

One easily sees that it is primarily a matter of being able to determine this charac-
ter for values of k that are themselves complex prime numbers, and here induction
leads at once to extremely simple results. (¶11)

In order to appreciate this discussion one should recall that a real prime number viewed
as a complex integer can be either prime or composite according to whether it has complex
factors. Thus 3 is a complex prime but 5 = (1 + 2i)(1 − 2i) is not. This distinction, while
superficially complicating the investigation of quadratic residues, paved the way for Gauss’s
“complete” proof. “Not only is every mathematical every problem solved,” Rota says, “but
eventually, every mathematical problem is proved trivial” (p.169). In Gauss’s discussion the
role of impurity in the push towards triviality is vivid. Our understanding of facts that we
might already have been able to verify comes hand-in-hand with the adoption of new starting
points and ways of looking at our subject matter.

7. Creation

What did Hilbert mean when he asked us to look for a criterion of simplicity?
In one discussion at our symposium, Étienne Ghys remarked that he could not understand

how someone so deeply entrenched and remarkably able in mathematical research could have
thought mathematics was beholden to any such criteria. Was Hilbert himself not famous for
solving problems by generalizing their statements and re-contextualizing them in ever more
sophisticated settings?
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I do not know exactly what Hilbert had in mind, but the record indicates that his sugges-
tion could not have been so straightforward as to be undermined by any of the considerations
I’m putting forward. In his Grundlagen der Geometrie (1899), Hilbert announced the follow-
ing FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLE of his axiomatic method: “to make the discussion of each
question of such a character as to examine at the same time whether or not it is possible to an-
swer this question by following out a previously determined method and by employing certain
limited means” (p.130).

The context of the discussion of this principle is the impossibility proofs of Abel, Linde-
man, and others, which he says take shape only if a definite notion of solvability is specified
in advance. Hilbert then observes that there is a connection between his principle and the
popular criterion of purity of methods, “which,” Hilbert reminds us, “in recent times has been
considered of the highest importance by many mathematicians”—the most obvious point of
contact being the shared concern with restricted means of demonstration (p.131).

But in his elaboration of this point, Hilbert does not embrace any ideal of topical purity
and instead declares that his interests diverge from it:

The foundation of this condition [purity of topic] is nothing else than a subjective
conception of the fundamental principle given above. In fact, the preceding geo-
metrical study attempts, in general, to explain what are the axioms, hypotheses,
or means, necessary to the demonstration of a truth of elementary geometry, and
it only remains now for us to judge from the point of view in which we place
ourselves as to what are the methods of demonstration which we should prefer.
(p.132)

Thus while the popular idea is to look at, say, a geometrical problem and ask whether a
purely geometrical solution for it can be found—this is a “subjective conception” of what one
might do instead to the greater advancement of mathematics: namely, to have no preconcep-
tion at all about what the proper means of solution of a problem are, but rather to engage
in a systematic study to discover which means are most appropriate. The two principal con-
siderations determining which “methods of demonstration we should prefer” being the desire
to solve problems (“what are the means necessary to the demonstration?”) and the desire to
generate theoretically significant unsolvability results.

This suggests that the task of specifying methods and isolating principles, even in the con-
text of axiomatic investigations, is for Hilbert never ending. Our received view of a problem’s
topic is a merely subjective conception. The ideas that seem simplest and most basic according
to this understanding might be obstacles to proof. As mathematicians we have to be prepared
to question this view and to “place ourselves” in different ones. To this end, we have to learn
to abandon the norms that shape our mathematical gaze and to devise new ones. After a little
success working with these norms, they become further domesticated. In this way simplicity
is a mathematical creation.
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“. . . in order to awaken today’s aesthete . . . one must apply a shock treatment to him á la
Duchamp or Warhol, who, by exhibiting the ordinary object as it is, manage to prod in some
way the creative . . . ” (Bourdieu, p.208)
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